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Acronym Database 

Acronym Database is a small Windows application designed
specifically for helping you search for acronyms in a large
database. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable
program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces
in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive
or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to search
for acronyms on the breeze, without having to go through
installation steps. User-friendly layout You are welcomed by a
clean feature lineup that provides quick access to several important
acronym categories, such as Acronym Database, Acronym Search,
Facebook Emoticons, Country Code, Currency Code, and File
Extension. The tool implements an intuitive behavior, integrates all
dedicated parameters into a single layout, and provides a seamless
navigation mode. Search operations Acronym Database gives you
the possibility to simply type in the acronym in the primary panel,
enable or disable the real-time search mode, pick the search
method (exact, anagram, related, or containing text), make the
application reveal acronyms containing a user-defined length, and
view information about each abbreviation. What’s more, if you do
not find an acronym into the database, the tool lets you launch
search operations via your web browser and pick from several
preset websites. The program allows you to check out lists with
Facebook emoticons, country code, currency code, as well as file
extensions. You can copy the selected information to the
clipboard, so you can easily paste data into other third-party
programs. The last option gives you the freedom to sort the file
extensions by several preset categories, such as Application,
Audio, Development, Data, Document, Font, Graphic, Malware,
Multimedia, Video, and others. Plus, you can check out detailed
information about each file extension by accessing different
websites. Performance Tests have shown that Acronym Database
carries out the search process very quickly and without errors. It
doesn’t eat up a lot of CPU and memory, so the overall
performance of the computer is not affected. Bottom line To sum
things up, Acronym Database proves to be a reliable application
worth having on your computer for performing quick search
operations in a large database. Acronym Database Categories:
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Advanced Search Panel Acronym Database, also known as
Acronym Search and Acronym Search Pro is a software
application that allows you to perform

Acronym Database Free [Latest-2022]

Acronym Database Full Crack is a handy and easy-to-use
Acronym Database Crack application. You can enter your own
acronym as well as a search term and find an exact match or one
that contains one or more words in the text. This is especially
useful when you are an informal professional who has trouble
remembering acronyms. Acronym Database will help you to find
acronyms fast. A database of acronyms helps to memorize
acronyms much faster than if you simply used the acronym list
available in most software. Keywords: Acronyms, database, search,
find, similar, acronym, find acronyms, find keywords, find
acronyms fast, find similar words, find acronyms using database,
find acronyms fast, find acronyms using database, find acronyms
using database with fuzzy search, find acronyms using database
with fuzzy search, find acronyms using database using fuzzy, find
acronyms using database, search acronyms Acronym Database is a
small Windows application designed specifically for helping you
search for acronyms in a large database. The advantages of being
portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to
mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry.
You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take
it with you whenever you need to search for acronyms on the
breeze, without having to go through installation steps. User-
friendly layout You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup that
provides quick access to several important acronym categories,
such as Acronym Database, Acronym Search, Facebook
Emoticons, Country Code, Currency Code, and File Extension.
The tool implements an intuitive behavior, integrates all dedicated
parameters into a single layout, and provides a seamless navigation
mode. Search operations Acronym Database gives you the
possibility to simply type in the acronym in the primary panel,
enable or disable the real-time search mode, pick the search
method (exact, anagram, related, or containing text), make the
application reveal acronyms containing a user-defined length, and
view information about each abbreviation. What’s more, if you do
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not find an acronym into the database, the tool lets you launch
search operations via your web browser and pick from several
preset websites. The program allows you to check out lists with
Facebook emoticons, country code 09e8f5149f
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Acronym Database is a handy acronym database software which
provides you with an intuitive and easy to use interface. BOT-
MEME-FINDER 1.1.18 BOT-MEME-FINDER is a online text
engine, a website's meta-information extractor and an acronym
database. The BOT-MEME-FINDER is a meta-information
extractor. You are welcome to pass keywords and expressions to
BOT-MEME-FINDER to find all web sites that you like. BOT-
MEME-FINDER also enables you to analyze the content of these
web sites and to discover the meta information. As acronym
database, BOT-MEME-FINDER enables you to get a list with
acronyms and related information of each web site. You also can
download each web site as a single HTML file. Features - Find
name of website owner(s) who own the web site, and their email
addresses - Extract list of web pages and their meta-information -
Extract list of sites that links to the web site - Extract dictionary of
definitions of the keywords used - Find the number of views of
each web page of the website - Extract meta-information of all the
web pages. It also can extract meta-information of web sites and
web pages from an URL, a list of keywords (from history or
search box), and a list of expressions. What is new in 1.1.18: -
Supported dictionary files have been updated. - Supported
dictionary function has been improved. - Supported expressions
can be used as keywords. Sendto-EMO-FINDER 1.2 Sendto-EMO-
FINDER is an acronym database, which makes it simple and quick
to search for the contact addresses of the websites that you are
visiting. Sendto-EMO-FINDER is an acronym database, which
makes it simple and quick to search for the contact addresses of
the websites that you are visiting. Sendto-EMO-FINDER is a very
useful tool to find the contact addresses of many web sites,
because you can easily select several keywords or expressions to
discover the web sites that contain the information you need. The
tool also allows you to look for the contact addresses of the web
sites that you visit by directly accessing a list of websites. Features
- Search of contact addresses of

What's New In?
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Acronym Database is a small Windows application designed
specifically for helping you search for acronyms in a large
database. Acronym Database Features: The program implements a
clean feature lineup that provides quick access to several important
acronym categories, such as Acronym Database, Acronym Search,
Facebook Emoticons, Country Code, Currency Code, and File
Extension. The tool integrates all dedicated parameters into a
single layout, and provides a seamless navigation mode. Acronym
Database User-Friendly Layout: The application incorporates an
intuitive behavior, incorporates all dedicated parameters into a
single layout, and offers a smooth navigation mode. Acronym
Database Search Options: You are welcomed by a clean feature
lineup that provides quick access to several important acronym
categories, such as Acronym Database, Acronym Search,
Facebook Emoticons, Country Code, Currency Code, and File
Extension. Acronym Database allows you to simply type in the
acronym in the primary panel, enable or disable the real-time
search mode, pick the search method (exact, anagram, related, or
containing text), make the application reveal acronyms containing
a user-defined length, and view information about each
abbreviation. Acronym Database Check Out Lists Facebook
Emoticons: Furthermore, if you do not find an acronym into the
database, the tool lets you launch search operations via your web
browser and pick from several preset websites. Acronym Database
Sort Lists Acronyms by File Extensions: The program allows you
to check out lists with Facebook emoticons, country code,
currency code, and file extensions. You can copy the selected
information to the clipboard, so you can easily paste data into
other third-party programs. Acronym Database provides: • Search
operations • Acronym Database • Acronym Search • Facebook
Emoticons • Country Code • Currency Code • File Extension •
Acronym Database • Acronym Search • Facebook Emoticons •
Country Code • Currency Code • File Extension • Check out lists •
Acronym Database • Acronym Search • Facebook Emoticons •
Country Code • Currency Code • File Extension • Search
operations • Acronym Database • Acronym Search • Facebook
Emoticons • Country Code • Currency Code • File Extension •
Acronym Database • Acronym Search •
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